
Atlas WeatherMaster® Ice & Water Underlayment

Atlas Premium Underlayment

Atlas Pro-Cut® Starter Shingles

Atlas Roof Shingles

Atlas TruRidge® & HighPoint® Exhaust Ventilation

Atlas Pro-Cut® Hip & Ridge Shingles

TruRidge® & HighPoint® 
 Roof Ventilation

providing efficient airflow 
to help regulate your attic environment



A correctly designed and installed attic ventilation system helps  
prevent moisture buildup, inhibiting deck rot, mold and mildew, 
buckled shingles and ice dams.  
During warm weather, heat can build up in the attic, elevating temperatures 
in a home’s living space as well as its roofing structures. Dispersing this heat 
from the attic through ventilation provides a more comfortable living  
environment, lowers cooling costs and reduces the extreme cycles of hot 
and cold to extend the life of the roof. 

However, humidity is often the greater problem, even in cold weather.  
Moisture buildup in the attic can create severe issues, such as:

 •    Attaching to structural elements and limiting the life of the roof and  
attic components, extending damage to ceiling and walls

 •   Saturating insulation (fiberglass), reducing its effectiveness up  
to 40%, which raises heating and cooling costs

 •    Creating ice dams, which form when warm attic air heats the roof,  
causing snow to melt and drip into the eaves where it can refreeze;  
the ice then builds up under the shingles and can leak into the attic  
and down to the ceiling.

Why You Need 
Atlas Roof Ventilation
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Ventilation systems require balance. In other words, air has  

to circulate. Every inch of air that goes out must be offset by 

an equal amount coming in through the intake vents. For the 

system to work efficiently, intake and exhaust vents  

must be positioned precisely.

Creating a Balanced System

Ice Dam at Work

Interior Heat

Snow

Meltwater

Ice Dam
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The Importance of Equal Ventilation
To equalize air intake and exhaust, intake vents should be installed 
at the edge of the roof or in the soffits/eaves. Exhaust vents are 
situated at the top of the roof along the ridge.

This placement that allows cooler, drier air coming in at edges to 
push warmer, moister air out through the top of the roof.

The Most Efficient Type of Exhaust Vents
Installed at the peak of the roof, ridge vents create a continuous 
flow of air upward from the eaves/soffits out through the ridge, 
achieving the best exhaust ventilation in your attic.

Ridge vents produce the most complete air exchange, ventilating 
the entire underside of the roof deck. They are also the most aes-
thetically pleasing. 

And unlike some systems, ridge vents have no moving parts that 
can break and, because the exhaust is carried out through  
natural physics, don’t require power to operate.

Atlas Roofing manufactures several types of ridge vents. Talk  
to your contractor about which one is best for your roof.

Ventilate to Regulate

A properly ventilated attic can prevent a 
multitude of heat- and moisture-related 
issues, including:

•   Premature deterioration of roof  
components, including shingles, as 
well as paint

•    Higher utility costs due to the air  
conditioning running more

•    A lower R-value for some insulation

•  The formation of ice dams

In addition, proper ventilation is  
required to qualify for enhanced  
warranty coverage for Atlas roofing 
systems.

VENTED

115° Attic
Temperature

140° Attic
Temperature

170° 
Roof Sheath 
Temperature



•  Exterior baffle product
•  Raises the cap less than 1”
•   Exterior baffles and louvers for  

extreme protection
•  NFA: 18

•  Exterior baffle product
•  Raises the cap less than 1”
•   Exterior baffles and louvers for  

extreme protection
•   Prevents rain, snow and insect  

infestation (filter and nails included)
•  NFA: 18

•  5’ stick
•  Gun nailable
•  Exterior baffle product
•   Nearly invisible
•  NFA: 12

TruRidge® EXHAUST VENT 
A standard ridge vent of time-tested design and proven performance. Available in a configuration to suit your 
requirements.

TruRidge® ALL-WEATHER EXHAUST VENT 
Similar to the design of our TruRidge® exhaust vent and offers the same proven performance. Available with a 
filter to help combat driving wind, rain, snow, dust and insect infiltration.

TruRidge® PRO EXHAUST VENT 
A gun nailable, low-profile exhaust vent featuring a firm and pliable design that accommodates extreme roof 
pitches while maintaining proper orientation of the baffle.
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The Benefits of Proper Roof Ventilation

Minimal heat buildup in your attic

Insulation that works more efficiently

Less moisture and condensation 

Greater protection of roof materials

Much lower cooling costs

Lower heating bills

Prevention of mold and fungus growth

Roof materials that last longer

Correctly installed ventilation means: Which gives you:
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Our specially formulated polymer makes Atlas TruRidge® and HighPoint® ventilation products stronger than the competition. 
When properly installed, all Atlas ventilation products exceed Department of Energy recommendations and all nationally  
recognized building codes.
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•  Low-profile design
•  Raises the cap less than 1”
•   Exterior baffles and louvers for  

extreme protection
•   Prevents rain, snow and insect  

infestation (filter and nails included)
•  NFA: 18

•   896 internal louvers for better air 
movement

•  Virtually invisible from any angle
•  Raises the cap less than 1”
•  Nails included
•  NFA: 18

•   Aesthetic superiority. Completely 
invisible from the street.

•   Exterior baffles and louvers for 
extreme protection

•  Nails included
•  NFA: 12

HighPoint® PERFORMANCE RIDGE EXHAUST VENT 
An all-weather filter that provides a more complete barrier to ensure better protection from wind-driven rain, 
snow, dust and insect infiltration.

HighPoint® INVISARIDGE EXHAUST VENT 
The high-performance, innovative design of HighPoint® INVISARIDGE has no exterior baffles, making it virtually 
undetectable from the street while allowing just as much airflow as external baffle products.

HighPoint® STEALTH RIDGE EXHAUST VENT 
Most cap shingles do not fit standard ridge vents resulting in obstruction of the baffle, sacrificing performance. 
HighPoint® STEALTH RIDGE has a revolutionary one-sided design and perfectly fits any shingle cap 9" or larger.
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HighPoint® INTAKE 
Installed on the roof deck above the insulation line, HighPoint® INTAKE vent is designed to add intake to homes 
without soffits, creating a balanced system.

•   Provides intake ventilation for 
homes with no soffit overhang

•   Low profile. Blends with roof  
construction

•   Prevents rain, snow and insect  
infestation (filter and nails included)

•  NFA: 9

Our specially formulated polymer makes Atlas TruRidge® and HighPoint® ventilation products stronger than the competition. 
When properly installed, all Atlas ventilation products exceed Department of Energy recommendations and all nationally  
recognized building codes.



Demand Peak Coverage
When you install an Atlas Signature Select® Roofing System, 
all of the components are designed and backed by an Atlas 
warranty. Unlike many other roofing warranties that promise 
more than they deliver, Atlas packs value and assurance into 
an enhanced Premium Protection Period with the installation 
of an Atlas Signature Select® Roofing System.

The Premium Protection Period includes:
• Non-prorated labor and materials coverage 
• Tear-off and disposal fees coverage 
• Coverage of the full Atlas product roofing system
• Transferability

Peace Of Mind Comes Standard

Install the Complete System 
and Maximize the Coverage
From high wind damage to black streaks caused by algae,  
from manufacturing defects to roofing system failure,  
your new roof is backed by quality, industry-leading  
warranty* coverage.

Roof System Components:

1
2
3

Atlas WeatherMaster® Ice & Water Underlayment

Atlas Premium Underlayment

Atlas Pro-Cut® Starter Shingles

Atlas Roof Shingles

Atlas TruRidge® & HighPoint® Exhaust Ventilation

Atlas Pro-Cut® Hip & Ridge Shingles

4
5
6

  *   Refer to the Atlas Roofing Limited Shingle Warranty for all coverage requirements.
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AtlasRoofing.com  #AtlasProtects     


